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APPENDIX ~A--

{!
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

'

i

. .I
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Docket Nos. 50-317 !

Calvert Cliffs Units ) and 2. 50-318: !

License Nos. DPR-53:
;

DPR-69
,

:

An NRC inspection-conducted during the period of January 8-19, 1990 identi fied '
three violations of NRC requirements. In accordance with the " General Statement'
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"-10 CFR 2, Appendix C
(1990), the following violations were identified:

A. l'OCFR -50, Appendix B, Criterion: V requires that. activities affecting '

quality shall-be accomplished in accordance with procedures. The NRC
identified the- following exampics of, failure to fol jow procedures..

1. Licensee procedure QAP 26; requires-in Attachment B that identification
of rejectable nondestructive testing ~1ndications should be documentedi

i

in a nonconformance report.

Contrary to the above, identification of rejectable indications ~ in
numerous welds, including 13-20015W1 and W2, 13-20025W1, 13-20035W4
and W5, 13-20115W1, 13-20045W12, 13-20105W2, 12-20085W4~and.12-20075W4, :
in the auxiliary feedwater system, were not documented in nonconformance '

reports,

n2. Licensee radi.ographic procedure NDE-5.300 requires;in Paragraph 10.2 '

that density 'of radiographs shallibe-.in accordance with applicable
,

code requirements. The applicable code requires the radiographic
.

1
density in the area of: interest be maintained between 2.0 and 4.0 and
that the density be uniform within -15% to +30%. Paragraph 6.2 of-
the procedure requires 'that read points be-marked for' weld inspections

t ~
performed using this procedure. This is applicable to pipe welds.

that are not included in the-inservice inspection program.

Contrary to the abne: *

Thirteen weld radiographs exhibited density readings outside the-
specified range. -The specific welds are identified in Attachment 4
to the inspection report. ;

For many welds (e.g. , EBB 13-2004-W10, EBB 13-2004-W16, and
EBB 13-20013-2004-W) not' included in the ISI program the read, points;
were not natrked.

This is a Severity Level V, . Supplement I Violation.
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kppendixA 2.,

B. Title 10, Paragraph 50.55A of the Code of Federal Regulations requires
that plant inservice inspection programs be performed in accordance with-
applicable editions of-the ASME Code.- Accordingly, the Calvert Cliffs
Inservice Inspection. Program states that Calvert Cliffs shall meet the
requirements of the 1983 Edition of Section.XI of the ASME Code with
addenda through the summer of 1983 for the second .10 year inspection .
interval._ Section XI, paragraph IWA2300, requires that nondestructive -
examination personnel be certified to perform visual exami_ nations in
accordance with ANSI N45.2.6, 1978, which specifies a 3 year experience
level for qualification,

Contrary to=the above,' licensee procedure NDE-CP-5.020, dated j-January 15, 1990, for the yualification and certification'of visual non -
destructive examination personnel specifies a minimum experience Llevel for
qualification of three months rather than three years' i

'

This is auSeverity Level V, Supplement:I Violation.
_

C. Title 10, Paragraph 50.55A of the Code of Federal Regulations requires-
that plant inservice inspection programs be performed in accordance with
applicable editions of the ASME Code. Accordingly, the Calvert Cliffs.
Inservice Inspection Program states that Calvert Cliffs shall meet the~

requirements _of the.1983 Edition of Section XI.of the_ASME Code with addenda
through the summer of 1983.for the second 10 year inspection, interval.
Section XI IWA2600 and Appendix.III, Supplement 2 of1 that code requires

z

reference markings of the centerline of- welds in the inspection program.1 "

Contrary to'the'above, an NRC inspection identified welds within~the Inservice
Inspection program that had no center line reference markings - Examples-

;
included clas, 2 welds 16FW2018 4R and:5R, class ~2 welds 16FLO2019 2R ar.d

i3R, and class'I welds S1-1005A-5 and S1-2005A-31.
. i

This is a Severity Level V violation. (Supplement 1)
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